The diagnosis of structural heart disease before birth is associated with a poor prognosis. Of 222 continuing pregnancies seen in a 10 year period, there has been a 79% mortality. This is inconsistent with published results and current concepts of the outcome for children with cardiac malformation. Of the 222, death occurred in intrauterine life in 57, 87 
Abstract
The diagnosis of structural heart disease before birth is associated with a poor prognosis. Of 222 continuing pregnancies seen in a 10 year period, there has been a 79% mortality. This is inconsistent with published results and current concepts of the outcome for children with cardiac malformation. Of the 222, death occurred in intrauterine life in 57, 87 In conclusion, there are several factors influencing the outcome of congenital heart disease diagnosed prenatally. There is a high incidence of associated anomalies, which includes extracardiac structural anomalies, chromosomal anomalies, and intrauterine cardiac failure. It is therefore important to look for these in all cases. Severe cases are selected for fetal echocardiography as a result of the four chamber screening programme but even in less severe cases, progression of disease can occur in fetal life. This emphasises that the range of heart disease seen prenatally is different from that seen postnatally and this is reflected in the outcome of cases diagnosed in utero. Those involved in counselling in early pregnancy must be aware of the additional prenatal factors and allow for them in making predictions of outcome. Thus the paediatric cardiologist faced with a fetus of 18 weeks' gestation with a particular type of congenital heart disease must consider several aspects before counselling the parents. Firstly, are there extracardiac or chromosomal anomalies present? Secondly, is intrauterine cardiac failure present or is it likely to develop? Thirdly, is there potential for evolution of the defect into a more severe form of disease? Fourthly, are there features of the defect that may not be detectable in early pregnancy but which will influence such factors as operability? Only when all these factors have been taken into consideration, or eliminated where possible, should a prognosis be offered.
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